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Local History Link 
Keeping you in touch during the coronavirus pandemic                    No. 35 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Welcome to edition No. 35 of Local History Link. Tricia writes about a local swimming celebrity and David 
writes about our film star group-member. Joyce recalls her early employment in the City of London and Sue 
writes about Essex Police. Emma recalls the first mini-roundabout and Jim reminiscences on the history of 
Thorpe Hall Avenue and Tilbury Docks. What an eclectic of topics! 
We thank all our contributors who enable us to publish an edition each week, but we need more items, so 
please keep sending your articles, photos, etc., by email to Jim at jsanctuary28@gmail.com or post to 28 
Darlinghurst Grove, Leigh-on-Sea, SS9 3LG. Keep safe and keep well! Tony, Tricia and Jim 

 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

 
MARK FOSTER 

  
Mark foster, born in Billericay in 1970, is the former competitive swimmer who represented Great Britain in 
the Olympic Games and world championships, and swam for England in the Commonwealth Games.   
Mark attended Alleyn Court, Millfield School and Southend High School and was taught swimming in the 
Southend pool by Ann Hardcastle, the mother of another local champion swimmer, Sarah. Mark excelled in 
athletics, football and tennis, as well as swimming. At the National Championships he dominated the short 

distances winning the 50 metres freestyle title 14 times from 1986 to 2004 and the 50 metres butterfly from 
1992 until 2002.  
In 1985 he was selected for the British team and trained at The Race Club in Florida. To train there you had 
to be in the top 20 in the world in the past three calendar years, or in the top 3 in your nation in the past year.  
In 2008 Mark carried the flag for Great Britain in the Parade of Nations at the Beijing Olympics but despite 
success at Commonwealth, European and World Championships, he has never won an Olympic Medal. 
He regularly appears in various TV shows raising money for Charity and took part in the sixth series of Strictly 
Come Dancing but was voted off in week 6. A regular commentator for major swimming events, Mark is an 
inspiring keynote speaker in both the corporate world and to aspiring youngsters through his swimming 
academy. Today, he is one of Britain's most respected sports media personalities. Tricia Thomas 
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BOULEVARD BEAUTIFUL 
 

Essex has many picturesque roads spread across its appealing countryside but one of the most attractive lies 
in the urban location of the eastern flank of our town, namely, Southchurch Boulevard and Thorpe Hall 
Avenue. Stretching a distance of two miles, they are perhaps the most beautiful dual carriageways in the 
country. The central reservation is a popular green pathway for walkers, planted with an interesting mix of 
trees and shrubs, both evergreen and deciduous, and including beech, cedar, cypress, holly, privet, laurel and 
silver birch.  
The project to develop the boulevards started in 1911 when Southend Borough Council approved plans for 
the construction, which was completed in 1914. The work included building a new road to run parallel to the 

old Southchurch Road, the laying of 
a new 3’6” gauge double-track 
tramway, and planting of hundreds 
of trees and shrubs.  
The provision of the tramway proved 
to be very successful and in the 
summer season the Corporation 
operated circular tours of the 
boulevards from the Kursaal via the 
promenade and Southchurch 
Avenue, using four eight-wheeled 
single-deck open-sided tramcars, 
known as ‘toast-racks’ (see photo 
right). The tours were extremely 
popular, especially with visitors to 

Southend, who could enjoy an exhilarating journey along the beautiful route of the tramway, surrounded by 
glorious trees and shrubs, yet in the heart of the town. The trams made their sedate journey along the 
boulevards, rumbling over the steel tracks, with trolley poles swishing from side to side and their gongs 
clanging to warn pedestrians of their presence. Later, double-deck trams also worked the circular route 
providing passengers on the upper deck with a pleasant view above the greenery (see photo below). 

When the circular tram route 
was abandoned in 1938 many 
regretted the passing of the 
‘toast-racks’. There was much 
speculation as to the future of the 
boulevards, but the country was 
now in a state of readiness for 
war and the boulevards took on 
a new appearance with the 
construction of air-raid shelters 
along the central reservation. 
After the end of hostilities these 
were removed and the boulevard 
returned to its pre-war glory. 
However, all was not happy with 
the Thorpe Bay folk! 
In the early 1950s, there were 

moves by the Council to clear away the shrubs and for the boulevard to be laid out to grass. One councillor 
even suggested that the shrubs looked very unsightly! Some residents believed that the ulterior reason for 
removal of the shrubs was for the central reservation to become a coach and car park for use of visitors to the 
town. A protest meeting was held by residents and common sense finally prevailed, with the shrubs given a 
reprieve by the Council. And thankfully, to this day residents of Southchurch Boulevard and Thorpe Hall 
Avenue can still enjoy the beauty of the boulevards on their doorsteps. Jim Sanctuary 
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A TITANIC ROLE 
 

Now you are wondering what has 
Leigh got to do with the Titanic, so let 
me tell you. 
First, I am talking about the 
blockbuster film about the ship rather 
than the ship itself; and Leigh Estuary 
U3A member Julie Baker, starred in 
the film.  Julie, also known as June just 
to confuse us, was born and raised in 
Old Leigh – her memories featured in 
an earlier edition.  She spent her early 
career dancing and acting; she lived in 
Italy for many years before relocating 
to America and then eventually 
returning to her home town of Leigh.  
It was whilst in America that she 
attended auditions for the film and was 
given a part not only as an extra but in 
a character role.  She played the part of 

a 60-year-old Swiss woman called Lisa Lazzarol, a first-class passenger no less.  The filming took place in a 
$30 million studio and eight-acre water tank built in Rosarito, Mexico.  A 775-foot model of the ship was used 
to film the drama. 
Julie says: “Leonardo Di Caprio is a very nice man, very unspoilt by his way of life and until that film had 
still been living with his mum.”  However, the director James Cameron, was not so charming.  June continued: 
“He was a very angry man and said some awful things to people.  He never hesitated in pointing out how 
much money was being spent on the film.” 
Now I am sure we have all seen the film but if you didn’t spot Julie then take another look and keep a close 
eye out for her in the Southampton scene.  If you miss her there then check out the credits at the end. David 
White 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

MY FIRST DAY AT WORK 
 

When I started work in 1950, my first job was in 
London. I remember the bowler hats pouring out of 
the train at Fenchurch Street Station and all of them 
bobbing down the steps in their hundreds. In those 
days, all men working in the City wore suits and 
bowler hats, and carried an umbrella and brief case. 
At the time, there was still a lot of bomb-damaged 
buildings in the London. 
At lunchtime we had a meal in the canteen and when 
I remarked how good the sponge pudding was, 
someone said “I’m glad you liked it as we have it 
every day!” I used to enjoy the lunch-hour, often 

popping down to Petticoat Lane market where I enjoyed hearing the Cockney patter. 
On the journey home the trains were packed, with passengers sitting six a side and another six standing. If you 
were lucky you got a seat at Upminster where lots of passengers alighted, or had to stand until the train arrived 
at Leigh when a lot more passengers got off. After Southend East I usually had the carriage to myself as I 
went on to Shoeburyness. In those days, the journey took an hour and a half. Joyce Taylor 
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A COUPLE OF TALES FROM ESSEX POLICE MUSEUM 
 

When looking back through some photos recently I realised just how many excursions and holidays I had been 
fortunate enough to enjoy in 2019.  One in particular which had stuck in my memory was a morning visit to 
the Police museum situated in the Essex Police Headquarters Chelmsford. We were taken on a guided walk 
around the grounds before being shown into the small museum where we had another talk on the history of 

the Essex police service, with some very interesting 
insights into their work over the years.  After a cup of 
tea, we were free to look round the cabinets and exhibits 
and I was particularly struck by two.                                                                                 
In one cabinet I found a photo of Charles ‘Zepp’ Smith 
(pictured) who formally arrested the crew of Zeppelin 
L33 on the night of 24th September 1916. It seems that 
after an airship had crash landed   in a field, having been 
shot down by British fighters, the German Captain, Alois 
Böcker had ordered his crew of 22 to set the Zeppelin 
ablaze to protect the secrets of the design.  He then 
marched them down a country road.  A part-time special 
Constable, who was cycling along the lane, and who had 
been attracted by the blaze and the sudden appearance of 
the body of men marching along, was asked by Böcker 
how many miles it was to 
Colchester.  When told 

‘about six’ they continued on their way followed by the constable.  He was later 
joined in a village by two other special constables and eventually they marched 
the men to the local Post Office where they knew PC Smith would be: he took 
charge of the situation, arrested the crew and ordered them to march to the 
nearest military garrison, where they were handed over.  The Germans attempt 
to destroy the Zeppelin was only partly successful as British engineers 
examined the burnt-out skeleton and used the information to build their own 

airships.  PC Smith was 
promoted to Sergeant and 
from then, until his death 
aged 94 in 1977, was 
known as ‘Zepp’ – a 
wonderful story with 
shades of Dad’s Army maybe?  
Coming a bit more up to date, another cabinet contained 
the distinctive white 
helmet formerly worn by 
Southend Police.  In 
1969, Southend 
Constabulary became 
part of Essex and 
Southend Joint 
Constabulary and five 
years later was simply 
renamed Essex Police.  

There had been a police presence in the town since 1873, when the police 
station opened in Alexandra Street and Southend Constabulary was formed 
when the town won county borough status on 1 April 1914.  They then had 
divisional stations in Leigh, Westcliff and Shoebury, as well as police boxes, 
as they were known, in various parts of the borough.  The police of the 

Newspaper photo, taken from the rail bridge in the High 
Street long before it was pedestrianised, dates from just 
before the 1969 merger. Police march to their headquarters 
in Victoria Avenue 
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original Southend force didn’t approve of the change but protests by local MP’s and protests and petitions by 
the public were rejected.  More recent calls to reissue the police with white helmets have also been rejected.                                                                                                 
Although there is a lamp on the entrance to the museum which has a plaque saying that it is ‘The original 1914 
gas lamp from Leigh on Sea Police Station which was presented by former Detective Constable Pat Wilkins, 
after restoration the Headquarters garage in 1997’, I sadly could find nothing much about Leigh Police at all. 
Sue Balkwell   
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
BENFLEET: CIRCLE BACK IN TIME TO WHEN FIRST MINI-ROUNDABOUT WAS OPENED 

 

Zoom back in time 50 years to when the 
world’s first mini-roundabout was being 
installed – right here in south Essex. The St 
Mary’s Church mini-roundabout in 
Benfleet was the first intersection of its 
kind in the world and was set up in the 
spring of 1970. It stands at the junction of 
High Road, High Street and Essex Way 
outside the Anchor Inn and St Mary the 
Virgin Church. 
The concept of a mini-roundabout was 
developed by traffic engineer Frank 
Blackmore in the late 1960s. First, he 
developed a smaller roundabout that could 
be used in restricted urban areas. This was 
installed in Peterborough in October 1968 
but was replaced by traffic lights in 2008. 
However, Blackmore went on to develop a 

roundabout which had no central island and was just a painted white circle. This was defined as a mini-
roundabout by the government in 1975. As the first of this design was installed in Benfleet in May 1970 it 
makes it the first in the UK and the world – and is still in operation. 
Blackmore grew up in Switzerland but came to Britain in 1936 to work in the engineer’s department at 
Colchester Borough Council and it was here that his interest in roundabouts emerged. He wanted to solve the 
problem of junctions locking up with massive queues of cars and free-for- all jams clogging up towns. He 
didn’t stop there. Blackmore was also responsible for the ‘magic roundabout’ design used at nearby Sadler’s 
Farm.  
The oldest standard-sized roundabout in the UK today is Sollershott roundabout in Letchworth, Hertfordshire, 
which was built in 1909. Emma Palmer, Echo Newspapers 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

TILBURY DOCKS – A BRIEF HISTORY (PART ONE) 
 

When the docks at Tilbury were constructed 130 years ago, they were known as the ‘downstream’ docks to 
differentiate them from the docks in East London. By the mid-19th century, the docks, quays and wharves in 
London were becoming heavily congested and there was an urgent need for additional berths down river. With 
the coming of the railways and the increasing size of ships with deeper draughts, location close to the centre 
of London became less important than access to deep water, unrestricted space and a reduction in the steaming 
time travelling up the meandering River Thames. 
In 1882, an Act of Parliament allowed the East and West India Docks Company to construct docks on 
marshland at Tilbury, on the north bank of Gravesend Reach opposite Northfleet. Over 5,000 labourers were 
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employed. There was an urgent need to house dock workers and their families so two tenement dwellings 
were constructed, one for families and the other for single men. 
Work began immediately and the first vessel entered the docks on 17 April 1886, at a period of time when the 
employment of steamships was rapidly expanding. The original docks consisted of a tidal basin connected by 

a lock to a main dock with three side branches named 
East, Central and West Branch docks, see image left. 
Between the tidal basin and the main dock were two dry 
docks for carrying out repairs. 
Although shipping companies recognised the benefits 
of the ‘downstream’ docks, they faced stiff competition 
from the existing dock companies in London, who 
feared loss of business. Within two years its proprietors 
were in the hands of receivers and managers. The first 
decade of operations saw Tilbury Docks being 
administered by a Joint Operating Committee and it was 
not until the start of the new century that the new docks 

began to shows signs of financial stability.  
With its rail connection to London, as well as 
being a busy cargo port, Tilbury quickly became 
an important passenger port, with sailings to the 
Continent, and to countries of the British Empire. 
The docks contained 50 miles of railway sidings, 
which connected all the berths to the Eastern 
Counties railway. They became an important 
departure point for military equipment and troops 
during the Great War and Territorial Army troops 
were employed to guard public buildings, docks, 
bridges, tunnels, waterworks, etc. The 
photograph left shows an ambulance railway 
carriage being loaded for the Western Front in 
1916. Before the introduction of mechanical 
equipment, cargo handling was a very physical 
occupation. As cargo was discharged from a ship, 

it was transferred into a transit shed.  
By the early 1900s, the Port of London was suffering from high charges, slow ship turnround, insufficient 
depth of shipping channels and damaging levels of competition between the enclosed docks and riverside 
wharves. A Royal Commission recommended the establishment of the Port of London Authority and in 1909 
the PLA assumed power and responsibility for the enclosed docks and wharves in the Port of London, which 
included Tilbury Docks.  
On 6 October 1926, Tilbury dockers held a lightning strike because the port authority had refused to allow 
their union representative to enter the port until he had acquired a permit. The dock workers’ unions became 

notorious for strike action.  
‘London Mammoth’, built in 1927, was 
one of two heavy-lift floating cranes 
operated in the Port of London, the other 
being ‘London Samson’, built in 1963 
and last heard of in Devonport. ‘London 
Mammoth’ was sold to Greece in 1970, 
but capsized and sank during the voyage. 
 In 1929 a new Panamax lock and a dry 
dock were completed (see photo left).  
Panamax locks can accommodate any 

size of vessel that can pass through the lock chambers of the Panama Canal. Jim Sanctuary 


